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What if surveyors owned the process?

• ALS-1 harboured doubt about boundary location

• ALS-1 applied to AB to confirm the true location

• ALS-2 objected (based on boundary principles)

• ALS-3 processed application for AB

• ALS-4 presided over Public Hearing for AB

• ALS-5 provided extra expertise for ALS-1

• ALS-6 provided extra expertise for ALS-2

Boundary confirmed by AB!







The question:

Part of S17, T, R, W-M, not covered by Large Lake:

• “Commencing at a point on the boundary line 
between sections 17 and 16, 30 rods south of the 
North East corner of section 17, thence 30 rods 
northerly to the NE corner of said section, thence
westerly along the boundary line between 
sections 17 and 20 30 rods, thence in a direct line 
to the place of beginning.”











The answer:

• “Where doubt exists as to the true location on 
the ground of any boundary of a parcel;”

• apply to Director of Titles (i.e. Assistant 
Examiner of Surveys);

• “to confirm the true location of the boundary 
on the ground.”

– Ontario Boundaries Act, s3



The process:

• Doubt (genuine uncertainty or vicious dispute)

• Application:
– Parcel owner;

– Surveyor (with consent of parcel owner);

– Crown

• Contents: New survey plan, field notes, other stuff

• Notice (“to such persons as considered proper”)

• Objection

• Hearing (if objection or more evidence needed)

• Appeal (to court)



The effect:

Section 15: “The boundaries confirmed and 
certified by the Director and defined by the 
monuments shown on the plan … shall … be 
deemed to be the true boundaries of the parcel”

– Bounds confirmed

– Plan certified

– Plan registered 







The stats post-1959:

• Applications per year = 5
• Current applications = 7
• Application fee = $410
• Typical cost = $10K (no hearing) to $25K (hearing)

• Applications requiring a hearing = 50%
• Hearings approving applications = 50% (17 of 32)
• Hearings partly approving = 25% (8 of 32)
• Decisions appealed to court = 8
• Decisions overturned by court = 2



The consensus:

• “Very useful in resolving problems”

• “It’s still a good thing”

• “It works, nothing significant to change”

• Evolved from “good ol’ boys trying to work it 
out” to “layers of expertise”



Finally, 10 lessons for Alberta:

• Surveyors are integral to the process
• Hearing Officer (ALS-x) cannot process application (ALS-y)
• Educate surveyors in historical research, boundary law and impartiality
• Train AB staff in ADR (adjudication, arbitration)
• Allow for many bounds to be confirmed (e.g. apportioning accretion)
• Confirmation does not fix water boundaries in location
• Do not confuse occupation as evidence of bound with adverse possession
• Sometimes, mediation between surveyors suffices (e.g. Boundary Panel) 
• Less often, Hearing cannot confirm “unknowable” boundary; trial needed
• Publish Decisions and Orders (e.g. CanLII)


